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The airplane is absolutely the quickest possibility to get to Iceland. Indeed, the competition is
hard, but more and more airlines fly to or over Iceland and connect the island with Europe and
the USA. Therefore, it is difficult to deliver a forecast. Is sure: All year round the Icelandic airline
of Icelandair is flying daily to the airport of Keflavík (KEF). Keflavik lies 50 km outside from
Reykjavík. Icelandair flies in the high-level season daily non-stop to too many european
major-citys like Berlin, Paris, London, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Helsinki, Glasgow,
Manchester, Frankfurt and many more seasonal destionations. The prices begin with about 320
euros and reach to 900 euros tour and retour. 

The strongest competitor is the low cost airline "Iceland Express" which also starts from many
european airports like Paris, Berlin, Warzaw, London, Copenhagen, Barcelona and many more. 

Many more airlines fly in the summerseason to Iceland. So check SAS, Air Berlin, Germanwings
& Lufthansa for reasonable prices, and don´t forget, that you have to transport a bicycle
onboard. 

Most of the airlines fly to Keflavik. So if you like to start your trip in North-Iceland, check
Iceland-Express, because the company is the only one flying directly to Akureyri. 

Because in the Low Cost area the flight schedules change regularly, can be only recommended
to click the Internet site of the airlines or to go in a good travel agency.

Icelandair main office in Iceland in the shopping centre Kringlan, IS-103 Reykjavik,) (00354)
5050100, iceland@icelandair.is;

Icelandair Germany, Weißfrauenstr. 12-16, 60311 Frankfurt am Main,) (069) 299978,
www.icelandair.de, germany@icelandair.is

Iceland Express, Main Office: Efstaland 26, IS-108 Reykjavik, Call centre Germany:) (06543)
507 600), in Iceland) (00354) 5500600, info@icelandexpress.is

Air Berlin, www.airberlin.com

Scandinavian Airlines (SAS), www.flysas.com
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Germanwings, www.germanwings.de
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